The Simultan Association is a non-governmental cultural organization founded with the aim of representing and supporting an organizational and communicational structure that is specific to the manifestations of contemporary art and culture.

The Simultan Association develops and promotes different cultural projects, individually or in collaboration with other institutions that contribute to the spreading of the media art and of the experimental and electronic music.

The Simultan Association aims to:

- organize an annual festival for video, media arts and experimental electronic music called Simultan festival, an event born to offer a platform for the new generations of artists and young cultural producers;
- support and organize different exhibitions, presentations, workshops, live events, video and sound performances;
- establish connections with other organizations and art centers, with the purpose of founding a documentation and professional development center;
- publish and capitalize documentary and informational materials, on classical or digital support, which are related to the activities performed by the association, on its own or in collaboration with other organizations.
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